We present an example showing that a classical result due to Glaeser about the closedness of composition subalgebras of infinitely differeutiable functions cannot be extended to the case of weakly uniformly differentiable functions on Banach spaces.
ip is real-analytic; 2. the rank of <p equals p on an everywhere dense subset of U; 3. (f(U) is closed in V;

for each compact subset K C <p(U), there exists a compact subset H C U such that <p(H) = K. Then the composition subalgebra A? = {foip: f e C°°(V)} is closed in C°°(U), when this algebra carries its natural Frechet topology (convergence on compact subsets of the function and all its deriatives).
In [5, p.194 ] the question is posed as to whether an infinite dimensional analogue of this Theorem can be given, in the setting of weakly uniformly differentiable functions on a Banach space (see definitions below). By means of an example we will show that such an analogous result is not possible, even under seemingly favourable conditions. Spaces of weakly uniformly difFerentiable mappings first appeared in connection with some approximation problems in infinite dimensions [2] , and they also arose in a natural way in the study of homomorphisms between algebras of difFerentiable functions in infinite dimensions ( [1, 5] ). These spaces are defined as follows (see [2] or [5]).
For real Banach spaces E and F, let C w b u (E, F) denote the space of all mappings f:E->F such that, for each bounded subset B C E, the restriction / | B : B -+ F is uniformly continuous when we consider the weak topology w -<r(E,E*) on B and the norm on F. For each n € N, let V( J.A. Jaramillo [2] continuous polynomials from E to F, endowed with its usual norm, and define 
We will consider on C^b u (E,F) the Frecliet topology defined by the seminorms / -+ supdld" 1 /^)!!: x G B}, where B is a bounded subset of E and m G N.
We denote C^b u (E) = C^b u (E,R),
which is a Frecliet algebra. The homomorphisms between these algebras were studied in [1] (see also [5] ), where the following representation is obtained: Let us consider on the bidual E k * the topology bw*, that is, the finest topology which agrees with w* = <r(E**,E*) on bounded subsets; E** endowed with the bw* topology is a locally convex space which will be denoted by -£?£*,* It is clear that each (p n : R -> R is a diffeomorphism, and it is not difficult to check that a given sequence («n) n6 N belongs to E if, and only if, (¥'n( :B n)) ne N also belongs to E; therefore we can define a bijection <p: E -» E by the formula Now v = P 3 + P 2 + Pi, where P, ((z n ) n G N ) = ((3 + n -3 ) * n ) n € N , ft((sn) ngN ) = (-3 : K n) n G N and P , ( ( * B ) n e N ) = ( 4 ) T l e N ; sinceeach P m G ? ( • » £ , £ ) for m = 1,2,3,
we have that <p is a continuous polynomial of degree < 3; In particular, ip G C°°(E, E).
Given x = {x n ) n£N , y = (y n ) n€N 6 E, we have that Since the sequence \(<p' n (x n ))~ I is bounded, it follows that d<p(x): E -» £ is a topological isomorphism. Then from the Inverse Function Theorem we obtain that ip: E -> E is a C^-diffeomorphism. 3. It is shown in [5, 11.2] that a mapping <p 6 C°°(E,E) admits an extension ip G C°°{E£*, E^*) if and only if -q o <p G C™ bu {E) for each 77 G E".
Then we set y> = P3 + P2 + Pi as before, and it will be sufficient to show that r\ o P m G C w bu(E), for each rj e E* and m = 1,2, 3.
Let us consider the case E = t p (1 < p < 00). Given 77 = (»/n) ng fvj G t q (where p" 1 The case E = Co is analogous.
4. We start with the case E = CQ . It is not difficult to check, by the uniqueness, that the extension ip: £«> -» £«, of y> is defined by the same formula J.A. Jarainillo [4] Therefore Tp: (ioo,bw*) -* (£00, bw*) is a continuous bijection. In order to see that Tp is a homeomorphism, it is sufficient to show that 7p~1(B) C ^00 is bounded, for each bounded subset B C ^00; and this follows immediately from the fact that each inverse function y " 1 : R -• > R is increasing.
In the case E = £ p ( l < p < o o ) w e have that Tp = ip and it is also sufficient to show that <p~1(B) C £ p is bounded, for each bounded subset B C i p . Now let us consider the /Z-ball centred at 0, B R C t p . We know that if |i| ^ 7/8, then IVn J (0l ^ 1/2 for each n £ N; let IIR £ N be such that for each (y n ) n e N J G BR, Suppose E = co-Now given ip -(i>) n€N € .£* = t\, m G N and 0 < e < 1, we choose N G N such that ]P |^»,,| < e; let us denote r\ = xp m and let us consider
and we have that, in the norm of V( m E),
Wf.<xp-V\\ = \\v-V\\
The case E = t p is analogous.
Next we will show that A v ^ C^b u (E). First notice that for each / G C™ bu (E) and the standard basis (e n ) n e f S | of E, d(f o <p)(e n )(e n ) = d/( ¥J (c n ))(^(e n )(e n )) = n -where a n = y>(e n ); since df:E-+ E k is weakly uniformly continuous on each bounded
subset of E and ( a n ) n 6 N is weakly convergent to 0, it follows that (||ci/(a n ) -rf/(0)||) n6N is convergent to 0 and (||^/(an)||) n6 M is bounded; thus for each h = f o (p £ A<f we have that |n 2 dfc(e n )(e B )| = nl \df{a n ){e n )\ < x* and this sequence is convergent to 0. Nevertheless, let us consider V'( T l~2 ) n g N € E* C
C^b u (E)\
here di/>(x) = ip for each x £ E and n 2 di/>(e n )(e n ) = 1; this shows that ikiA,. D
